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Rewind Staging 
for Shopify

Rewind Staging helps merchants manage multiple Shopify stores with a continuous sync and  
automated store copies. Save yourself the pain of manually duplicating Shopify stores and prevent 
mistakes with an accurate staging environment.

✔ Prevent risky changes. Innovate faster. 

Unvetted changes can break your store—unless you’re 
using your sandbox store as a staging environment  
to prevent disasters. Sandboxes are only as good as 
the data they contain. Enjoy a sandbox test store with 
sample data to try out theme, code, and other changes 
without any risk of negatively affecting your live store.

✔ Save time. Sell more.

Clone or duplicate products, blogs, themes, pages,  
collections, and more. Create a better customer  
experience by launching multi-currency and multi- 
language stores without spending hours building  
from scratch and keeping them in-sync.

Pro Tip: Are you a Shopify Plus customer?

With your Shopify Plus subscription, you get  
access to a free sandbox store. Set it up and 
install Rewind Staging Unlimited to maintain  
an accurate staging environment.

https://help.shopify.com/en/partners/dashboard/managing-stores/plus-sandbox-store
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What Rewind Staging can do

• Products, product images, and product metafields

• Collections, both smart collections 
and custom collections

• Themes and theme assets

• Your blog and blog posts

• Pages

• Files and images uploaded within the theme 
editor (such as: logo, slideshow images, etc.)

What Rewind Staging can’t do

• Third-party apps (and their respective data)

• Inventory

• Metadata for collections

• Shipping zones/rates

• Store settings

• Customers

• Navigation (Store Menus)

• Orders

Pricing

Unlimited

$99 USD / Month

+$29/each additional store

✔ Continuously copy and sync stores

✔ Exclude items from continuous copy

✔ Copy product metafields

 

1. Contact help@rewind.com to request access to this beta feature. Only available to customers on the Unlimited plan.

2. If the theme being used originated from the Shopify Theme Store, a valid purchase of that theme is  

required for each store account for a valid license to use such theme.

“It’s much quicker to install Rewind Staging to copy our store (and everything in it), than it is to pay a developer to 
do it manually”. – Jonas Forth, Head of Digital at Moomin

http://help@rewind.com


Get Started
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate  
to reach out at sales@rewind.com.

Get Rewind Staging

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: How many items can I sync to my staging environment?

A: There are no limits or restrictions on the number of items being synced. Rewind Staging can sync data from one  
store to multiple stores, all at once. 

Q: Can I exclude items from Staging?

A: Users on the Unlimited plan can exclude some product details, including prices, images, and more, so you can keep 
products up-to-date across multiple stores without overwriting shop-specific details.

Q: I’m a visual learner. Can I watch a video instead?

A: You sure can. Check out this 5-minute video to learn how to use Rewind Staging for Shopify.

http://sales@rewind.com
https://apps.shopify.com/store-copy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aAiQGgOOyIk&feature=youtu.be

